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The IBM Diskette and Diskette  Drive 

The diskette  and diskette drive  have  had a major influence on data  processing. They provide  a  low-cost,  compact, high- 
performance  solution to the need for  a reusable  magnetic medium and  have  largely replaced the punched card in many 
applications. Early applications  were  simple program-load  functions.  Today  these  have expanded to  a wide  range of 
medium exchange, information storage, and data  processing  applications. This paper examines the history of the devel- 
opment of these  products within IBM. The discussion  includes some of the alternatives considered  and some of the 
problems encountered during these developments. 

Introduction 
In 1971, IBM started producing computer  systems using a 
new  form of magnetic  storage  medium. The medium, ulti- 
mately  named “diskette,” would in a few  short years find 
worldwide  usage and contribution to  the design of smaller 
and lower-cost systems.  The  diskette  was a flexible mag- 
netic  disk enclosed in a jacket measuring eight inches 
square  and  one-sixteenth inch  thick and weighing a  few 
ounces.  The original  application was  for loading  control 
microprograms and diagnostics. Since  then, applications 
have  broadened so that it now serves  as a  distribution, 
exchange, and archival medium for  data,  programs, mi- 
crocode, diagnostic procedures,  and  other digital infor- 
mation,  and also  as a removable  disk in system files. This 
growth in applications has resulted  from the  economy and 
versatile  function of the  diskette  together with the low 
cost  and DASD-like performance of the  diskette drive. 
These  attributes may be  traced back to  the early  develop- 
ment  work on the  IBM 23FD [ 11 diskette  drive. 

Early  development 
The introduction of semiconductor  memory created a 
need for a low-cost  device to load programs and informa- 
tion.  The requirement  was for a read-only device  and,  at 
minimum,  a  serial  tape-like medium would have been  ac- 
ceptable.  It  was recognized, however,  that  direct  access 
to a  section of data  and the  ability to  read a record repeti- 
tively would be useful in some  applications.  This  encour- 
aged a search  for  an  alternative form of medium.  Initially, 
a capacity of  65 kilobytes (65 kbytes,  where k = 1000) 
was sought.  Other  characteristics  that were requested in- 

cluded a medium that could  be  replaced  without tools 
within fifteen seconds  and  that was small and light-weight 
to permit inexpensive shipment. A data  transfer  rate of 
15-30 kilobits per  second (kbps)  was proposed, along 
with no more than five seconds  for  access  to a record. 

A number of technologies  were considered, including 
rigid disk files, magnetic belts and  disks similar to  those 
found in dictating machines, a stretched membrane file 
then being developed in the IBM Los  Gatos Development 
Laboratory,  standard 45-revolution-per-minute  phono- 
graph records,  and  audio  tape cartridges. None of these 
approaches  was completely  satisfactory. D. L. Noble, a 
senior engineer  in the  IBM  San  Jose Development Labo- 
ratory, performed these evaluations  during 1967 and, af- 
ter recognizing the individual shortcomings, proposed a 
file having a removable flexible disk. He and  others [2] 
contributed  to  the  development  that followed. 

The early concept called for  an nonenclosed flexible 
disk  clamped at  its  center  to a vertical turntable, similar 
to a phonograph. This disk would use  a substrate or base 
material of suitable  stiffness to allow it to be  inserted  and 
clamped. However, material of this  stiffness  was  not 
readily available and so more flexible material,  used for 
half-inch magnetic tape, was  selected. This  was a 1.5 X 

10-3-inch substrate  coated  on one  side with 20.5 X 

inch of magnetic  material. The magnetic  particles  were 
randomly  oriented rather than magnetically oriented in a 
linear  direction as  is normally done with half-inch tape. 
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Figure 1 The diskette consists of a flexible plastic jacket with a 
liner of a nonwoven fabric  and a magnetic disk sealed in the 
jacket. The head contacts the disk  through the slot in the jacket. 
(The figure shows the jacket partially cut open.) 

Disks cut from  this  material  were affixed to  an eighth-inch 
foam pad. This pad provided  a stiffness to  the extremely 
flexible disk and a resilience for the  head-to-disk  com- 
pliance. 

The goal of low cost pointed toward a combination of 
low rpm, simple read-channel electronics,  and a self- 
clocking  encoding  algorithm  together  with a contact re- 
cording  system where a light contact  pressure  exists  be- 
tween  the disk and  the  head.  The  choice of the encoding 
algorithm was influenced by prior work in  IBM on rigid 
disk files and  the decision  was  made to  use frequency 
modulation  recording. Each bit cell begins  with a clock 
bit,  and  data bits are written  between the clock  bits.  This 
provides a self-clocking system and  allows design of a 
simple,  low-cost data  separator. 

The design of the  data handling system considered the 
worst-case  analysis of bit shift tolerances  from variations 
in components  such  as  the write turntable  speed,  the read 
turntable  speed,  the write  oscillator, read  electronics, 
head-medium effects,  head  azimuth,  center-of-rotation 
misalignment between  turntable and disk,  and  other con- 
tingencies. It must be remembered that  the  diskette read 
in a 23FD would be  written on a factory-controlled writer, 
and thus  the  accumulation of tolerances involved is not as 
great as in a read/write interchange  circulation with a 
larger  group of machines.  As  a  result of this  analysis, the 

data handling system was  designed  with  a fixed-delay 
data  separator with the  data window set  at a specific time 
beyond the leading  clock  pulse of each bit cell. 

Initial development  was based on  an  inner track  bit 
density of approximately 1100 bits per inch (bpi) and a 
total of 32 tracks.  Because of the  success with the  contact 
recording and  data handling  system at this  density  and 
requests  from  users  for higher data  rates,  the density  was 
increased to 1594 bpi.  This  increased the  formatted disk 
capacity to 81.6 kbytes. 

The early  design used a lead screw  accessing mecha- 
nism, rotated by two linear  solenoids and  an  eccentric 
crank,  to move the  head  across  the disk to any  selected 
position.  This system provided the ability to move across 
tracks of information  in  either direction,  as in rigid disk 
files. In  addition, a third solenoid was used to load the 
head  into contact with the disk.  This permitted  the disk to 
rotate continuously  while the head  was loaded  or un- 
loaded  from the  disk,  thus minimizing wear  on  the head 
and disk and eliminating  rotational start-up time  before 
data could be  read. Reliability problems with the linear 
solenoids and  eccentric  crank led to the substitution of a 
rotary solenoid  which  provided the  required reliability 
and reduced the  track-to-track movement  time to 333 ms. 

Diskette jacket 
A search  for a mailing package led to  the  concept of a 
plastic jacket  to  permanently enclose the  disk. This elimi- 
nated the need for  the foam pad and  the  turntable.  The 
inside of the  jacket  was lined with a nonwoven fabric 
which protected  the disk  from  abrasion and  served  as a 
wiping surface to  clean  the disk [3]. It  can now be seen 
that  the adoption of this enclosure  was key in the wide- 
spread  acceptance of the  diskette.  It  provided  the  ease of 
handling and  protection  that  are essential in the variety of 
applications that  have developed.  Figure 1 illustrates the 
configuration of a diskette. 

Along with development of the  jacket  came a  change in 
the disk  itself. The  substrate thickness was increased to 3 
X inch and  the magnetic  coating  was  applied to both 
sides even though  recording  was on  one side  only.  This 
provided a stiffer disk and minimized curl.  In addition, 
the head carrier  was modified to include  a spring-loaded 
resilient pressure  pad  opposite  the  head so that  the  disk, 
between  the head and  the  pad, could  be pressed lightly 
against the head to maintain  head-to-disk  compliance. 

Track registration, or location, on  the disk is a function 
of drive  and  disk materials, component and adjustment 
tolerances,  and  operating environment. In a low-cost  de- 
vice these may exhibit substantial  variation. It  was recog- 
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nized that  recording on the  disk  had to allow for the dif- 
ferences that  could  be expected  between  the write unit in 
the  factory and the  read unit in the field. Analysis of these 
variations led to a  decision to use a write-wide  and  read- 
narrow system where disks would be  recorded with a 
write head producing  a track 3  1 X inch wide and read 
with a read head containing a read core 12 X inch 
wide. Track-to-track  center spacing was 31 X inch. 
This allowed the  recorded track  and  read  head to be mis- 
aligned as much as 9 X inch without  obtaining mag- 
netic interference from  the adjacent track. 

The early development work had  used  available  read 
heads  from  tape applications. These  heads,  however, 
were  not  optimum for this  purpose. In a contact recording 
system,  the  contour of the head surface  must ensure  that 
a minimum and uniform  recording  gap-to-disk  separation 
be  maintained at  both  the inner-  and outer-diameter track 
surface  velocities. Disk velocity had  been  established at 
90 rpm and this resulted in track velocities of 21 and 30 
inches per second (ips), respectively.  Experimental data 
involving wear,  environment, signal reliability,  and other 
factors led to a  selection of a 2.5-inch spherical  radius for 
the  surface of the  head  that  contacted  the  disk. As other 
parameters were fixed, a design was  completed for a read 
head with a stainless  steel contact  surface,  and a lami- 
nated metal assembly  for  the 12 X 10-3-inch-wide core 
containing  a 0.15 X 10-3-inch read  gap. 

This  same  experimental work showed  that  the disk sur- 
face quality had to  be improved in order  to avoid per- 
manent errors.  The coating process  for magnetic  tape 
produces a long web  from which the disk is punched. Mi- 
nor mechanical or magnetic  variations can  occur  across 
the width of the coated web that normally will not affect a 
narrow length of tape.  However, when a disk is cut from 
this  material  and rotated in a suitable  recording system, 
these linear  variations can be observed. Investigation led 
to  the decision to burnish the surface of the recording 
band.  The burnishing process involves  moving a cutting 
edge across  the disk to  reduce surface roughness  and re- 
move high spots.  This  process improved the modulation 
of the  read signal envelope and decreased  the disk  defects 
found  during  disk surface analysis. 

Addition of write  capability 
The development of the 23FD  was based  on a require- 
ment for a  read-only  device. However,  there were no 
technological  limitations that  prevented it from being a 
read/write  device and, in fact, the factory writers  that 
were built were modifications of the 23FD. During the de- 
velopment,  proposals were being considered for a next- 

generation device which would provide read/write capa- 
bility together with improvements in nearly all functional 
parameters. 

In 1969, increased bit  recording  density on  diskettes 
was experimentally demonstrated utilizing modified fre- 
quency  modulation  (MFM)  encoding, in which  clock  bits 
are written at  the beginning of a bit cell only  when data 
bits are not recorded in the previous and  present bit cells. 
(Kalstrom has  summarized encoding alternatives and 
their  advantages  and disadvantages [4].) This  approach 
reduced the bit-cell size by one-half and  doubled  the bit 
capacity, but reliability problems were  encountered be- 
cause of excessive bit shift;  MFM  encoding  was not pur- 
sued  further  at  that time. However,  the potential for in- 
creased capacity was  proven and provided encourage- 
ment for a new development. 

A new diskette  and drive  were soon  proposed  that 
would provide 256 kbytes of formatted data  per disk  and 
a data  rate of 250 kbps.  In  order  to  achieve  this,  the re- 
cording  density  had to be  increased  from 1594 to 3268 bpi 
on  the innermost track,  the track separation narrowed 
from 32 to 48 tracks  per inch (tpi) and  the number of 
tracks increased to 77,  and the disk  velocity  quadrupled 
from 90 to 360 rpm.  The  FM encoding  was  retained. 
Other proposed enhancements included  reduction of the 
track-to-track  movement time by one-half to 167 ms  and 
provision for  more  than  one record sector length. 

This  next  version of the flexible disk  medium  and  drive 
was first included in IBM product  announcements in 1971 
and shipped in 1973. The drive  was  identified as  the 33FD 
[ 11 and  the medium was designated “Type 1 .” The design 
was based on  the  23FD but  applications and  users did not 
require medium exchange with the  23FD. Therefore,  the 
33FD could change design where  it  appeared  that  these 
changes would better satisfy the  requirements. 

The basic diskette was not changed but  its recording 
area was  enlarged. The 23FD  disk  had eight sector holes 
uniformly spaced around the outer edge. These holes 
were  sensed with a detector and  indicated the  start of a 
record  sector. All users of the disk were limited to this 
same record  length architecture.  The  33FD designers 
needed  more room  at the outer edge of the disk for addi- 
tional  recorded tracks  and, in addition,  wanted to allow 
for  other  record length architectures in the  future. There- 
fore, the outer  sector holes  were  eliminated and a single 
index hole was  located inside the  innermost  track. When 
this hole was detected, it indicated the beginning of a 
track. Individual sectors were  located at uniform  angular 
positions  from  this beginning of track and were identified 703 
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by  recorded markers  on  the  track.  The  use of the eight 
sector holes had  been known as hard  sectoring. The  use 
of the magnetic markers is known as soft  sectoring. 

When  magnetic  media are used for  read/write ex- 
change, old data  are  erased during the recording of new 
data  and  no  remnant of old data  can  be  permitted which 
would interfere with reading.  A  variety of alternatives 
were available for  arrangement of the  head pole-tip ele- 
ments including write-widekead-narrow, erase-wide and 
read-narrow/write-narrow , and tunnel erase.  The tunnel- 
erase  system  was  selected  for  the 33FD [ 5 ] .  In this 
method,  the new information is written over  the old infor- 
mation  and then tunnel-erased with a dc  current in the 
tunnel-erase coil to  create clean  guard bands adjacent to 
the new information.  Models of this arrangement of erase 
cores and laminated read/write cores  were built with 
stainless steel  housings for  use in the compliance and 
read/write  analysis. 

The  increase in disk  velocity from 90 to 360 rpm  re- 
quired that additional studies be  performed on  the head- 
to-disk  compliance. Inner  and  outer  track velocities  were 
now 76 and 136 ips,  respectively, and there  was  concern 
that head-disk separation would occur  because of an in- 
crease in air  bearing pressure.  The testing that  ensued re- 
sulted in reducing the spherical  head  radius to  two inches. 
Satisfactory  compliance was  demonstrated  under all envi- 
ronmental conditions. 

Media exchange 
The design of the 33FD had  to consider the variations en- 
countered in media exchange  among  a group of diskettes 
and drives. The accumulation of tolerances from parts 
and  adjustments plus the effects of environment will af- 
fect the location of a recorded  track  on  the  diskette. 
(Greenberg et  al. have studied effects of environment on 
flexible disk  media [6].)  When the  diskette  is  taken  to an- 
other drive to  be  read,  the second drive may  not  be  able 
to read  the track if its  location, or registration,  is  too  far 
from the nominal position.  Therefore,  an  important study 
was  conducted to  understand what  variations would be 
encountered  and  what limits could be tolerated. 

One part of the  study involved  a measure of the limits 
of the read headhead electronics track reading  capability. 
Tracks were recorded  at nominal spacing and read while 
the read  head was being moved off nominal  location in 
very small increments  toward  an  adjacent  track until er- 
rors occurred.  Tracks were  then re-recorded  at slightly 
closer spacing and  the  test  repeated. At the  greatest  track 
spacing, the failure first occurs  because  the width of the 
track  under  the  head  has been reduced so that  an  ade- 
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magnetic interference  has been detected.  The minimum 
track spacing is established when the  read head cannot  be 
moved off the  track position because  adjacent  track re- 
cording  then introduces magnetic interference  into  the 
read signal. A study of the convergence of these numbers 
defines the magnetic  tracking  limit. 

A Monte Carlo  simulation  was  used to  study  the proba- 
bility of the  head-track relationship  exceeding the mag- 
netic tracking limit. All drive and  medium  contributions 
to head-to-track  registration  were tabuhted,  and a popu- 
lation of drives  was assumed  as simulation input.  The fre- 
quency of exchange failure  was then  predicted. This kind 
of simulation allowed proposed design changes  to be ana- 
lyzed in order  to  obtain a satisfactory  probability of suc- 
cessful  media writekead exchange. 

One of the  areas identified for improvement was  the 
head  positioning accuracy provided  by the  access mecha- 
nism. The 23FD lead  screw was  driven  directly  by a ro- 
tary solenoid. Any angular  variation in the  driver was 
seen directly on  the lead  screw and, ultimately, on head 
position. The 33FD required better  control of this vari- 
able  and so a geneva mechanism  was  used to couple the 
lead screw  to a low-cost 90" stepper  motor. Track-to- 
track movement  time was reduced to 50 ms. The  geneva 
mechanism  could accept substantial  angular  variation at 
its  input pin and  still provide  the required accuracy  on 
head  position. This combination was  an  important ele- 
ment of the design. 

The  increase in bit density  from 1594 to 3268 bpi was 
accompanied by a reduction in the disk  magnetic  coating 
thickness and improvements in the head as well as a 
change  in the  data  separator electronics. The new coating 
thickness  was 100 microinches.  At  this  dimension,  prob- 
lems  were encountered when substrate irregularities  oc- 
casionally exceeded  the coating thickness, when  holes or 
streaks  occurred in the coating, or when other imperfec- 
tions were identified. Surface finishing of the disk  was 
again used  but  new techniques  and specifications  had to 
be developed for  process control to ensure  that  the  coat- 
ing was not damaged  due  to removal of too much  mate- 
rial. 

The higher disk surface velocities, together with the ex- 
pectation of increased  usage,  created a concern about 
wear  on both the medium  and the  head.  To forestall  this 
problem,  extensive testing  was  carried on to evaluate me- 
dium manufacturing and finish, head contact  pressure, 
the effects of environment, and the benefits of a  lubricant. 
Ultimately, a lubricant  was selected which was compat- 
ible with the  disk, did not  contaminate the  head, and  pro- 
vided greater life. 
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The increase  in data  rate required a new worst-case 
analysis of bit shift and  the 23FD fixed delay data separa- 
tor. Bit shift is  the variation  between the  expected,  or 
nominal, timing of a data bit and  the  actual timing. The bit 
shift  increases with increased bit density. The 23FD data 
rate was 33  333 bits  per  second (bps), or 30 microseconds 
( p s )  per bit. The  33FD  data  rate  was 7.5  times greater, 
which reduced the bit cell to 4 ps per bit. With increased 
bit shift, the fixed delay of the  data  separator  was  no 
longer adequate  and a phase-locked  oscillator [7, 81 was 
introduced  for  the  33FD, in which frequency  and  phase 
were  synchronized  to  the frequency of data being read. 

This oscillator  established the timing window  used to 
decode  the signals being  read. The oscillator  was  phase- 
locked to  the  read signal and  special data  were encoded 
on  the  track  for this purpose. This scheme  provided a dy- 
namic  adjustment of the  data window timing and permit- 
ted  the clocking of worst-case  bit  shift. 

The implementation of the 33FD recording  electronics 
was  one of the first applications of large-scale  integrated 
analog  circuits  within  IBM. A custom masterslice  tech- 
nology intended for digital applications was used to im- 
plement many of the analog functions  required for  the 
33FD  read electronics. This  technology significantly re- 
duced  the  cost  and  overall size of the  electronics and later 
became the IBM standard  for analog  circuit  implementa- 
tion. 

During the final stages of development of the 33FD, an 
unexpected problem  developed  with the  diskette enclo- 
sure.  Under  environmental  extremes, a  contaminant 
transferred from the nonwoven  liner to  the disk  surface. 
The contaminant was  not easily  dislodged and caused 
hard  errors.  In  addition,  the  jacket  warped  and  per- 
manently distorted  at elevated  storage temperatures. A 
comprehensive search finally identified replacement ma- 
terials. A liner material  was obtained  which was demon- 
strated  to be free of contaminants,  stable at all environ- 
ments, capable of bonding to  the  jacket,  and  free of lint or 
loose fibers that might wedge between the head and  the 
disk. The original jacket material was  found  to have  a 
nonuniform  glass transition  temperature range that could 
not  meet the  storage  temperature requirement because of 
variations  in  coloring  pigment.  After many evaluations,  it 
was determined that material  colored with carbon black 
had a  repeatable  glass  transition temperature range and 
performed  satisfactorily at  these  storage  temperatures. 
Thereafter black was  the only color  used. 

The  user  capacity of the  diskette  was established at 
242 944 bytes  on 73 tracks with 26 sectors  on  each  track. 
In addition, one  track  was reserved as  an  index  track, and 

Tunnel erase cores 

Figure 2 The 33FD head  button supports the  tunnel  erase and 
read/write cores. The  button is mounted in a  head camage. 

three  tracks  were  provided  as  spares  to  be  used if errors 
were  later found  requiring the relocation of a sector or a 
track.  Later,  other combinations of capacity,  sector  size, 
and tracks were released  as more IBM  systems  estab- 
lished usage. As these new  versions were  released,  care 
was  taken  to  provide a logical method of compatibility so 
that earlier versions could  be  read on  later  systems. 

Ferrite  head 
Soon  after  33FD  shipments  started,  questions of produc- 
tion  capacity and  cost  spurred a search  for  an alternative 
design for  the  metal readlwrite head.  One requirement 
was basic; the new head had to be  interchangeable  both 
physically and functionally  with the metallic  head. Ferrite 
was chosen  for  the magnetic cores  in  the readlwrite and 
tunnel-erase sections,  and barium titanate  ceramic  was 
selected for  the magnetically inert  structure which sup- 
ports  the  cores [9]. These components were assembled  in 
the  structure  shown in Fig. 2, which is then mounted in 
the head  carriage. Heads of this  style  were tested  to  even 
greater life requirements  than the metallic head  and  were 
found  satisfactory in all functional and life tests. 

While the 33FD was  under  development, comparisons 
were made in several  IBM programs between  the diskette 
and tape.  These  comparisons involved the commercially 
available cassettes  as well as a unique cassette design 
then being considered by IBM. Most of the comparison 
parameters were obvious  ones  such  as  cost,  data  rate,  re- 
liability, etc.,  but  the ultimate  decision  in favor of the 
diskette  was  due  to  the performance  improvement pro- 
vided  by the  random  access capability. This, together 
with a growing need among  IBM systems  for a common 
magnetic exchange medium, cemented  the choice of the 
diskette. 705 
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Diskette removal 
T“7 

Figure 3 The  pair of 43FD head  suspensions and load springs 
are symmetrical.  The  prestressed  load  springs  press  the  heads 
against  the  media  until  a  head  unload  force is applied. A diskette 
removal  operation causes the  heads to separate  further. 

The 33FD was the first drive that provided  diskette 
readJwrite exchange in TBM, and  its use soon  became 
widespread. In many of these  applications, the diskette 
replaced  the  punched card.  It provided faster  data  rates, 
reusable  medium, much smaller  storage  volume, and 
lower  system cost. Equipment  designers  were now able 
to make substantial  reductions in system size,  power, and 
cooling requirements by eliminating the punched  card 
readers and punches.  The utility of the  diskette was simi- 
larly recognized by  other users  and  manufacturers,  and 
work was undertaken by the  American  National Stan- 
dards  Institute,  the  European Computer  Manufacturers 
Association,  and the International  Organization  for Stan- 
dardization to develop  diskette standards. 

Dual  head  drive 
The success of the 33FD and diskette  soon created a need 
within IBM for  greater medium capacity. System design- 
ers wanted the ability to read and record  more informa- 
tion before the  operator was required to change a disk- 
ette. Because  some of these new  applications would be 
extensions of the original ones, an  important  criterion 
was placed on the design options: they had  to provide  an 
ability to read and  record existing Type 1 diskettes in ad- 
dition to any new  diskette.  It was not  required,  however, 
that a new diskette  be  processed on  the  earlier 33FD. This 
upward compatibility served to establish the new medium 
dimensions identical to  those of Type 1. The options  con- 
sidered  were  changes in linear bit density and  the addition 
of recording on the  second side. Changes in track density 

706 were ruled out in order  to maintain the  same simple open- 

loop track-accessing  method.  Considerable  merit  existed 
for  each  option, but  the decision  was  made to  use  the sec- 
ond  side  and maintain the existing data  separator and FM 
encoding logic. The new disk would be  tested and fac- 
tory-formatted on  both sides.  This would double the ca- 
pacity to approximately 0.5 megabytes  (Mbytes). The 
new  drive would be known as 43FD [ 1, 10, 1 11 and would 
be announced  and  shipped by IBM in 1976. The new me- 
dium was designated “Type 2.” 

A new two-head  carriage design was  needed to permit 
reading and  recording on each side of the  diskette while it 
remained in the  drive.  The single 33FD head  was rigidly 
mounted on a carriage  and  located  close to  the plane of 
the rotating disk.  A  felt  pad  on the opposite  side lightly 
pressed the  disk to  the head. For  the new  design, at- 
tempts  were  made to  use two  opposing, rigidly mounted 
heads and to  press  one against each side of the disk  for 
two-sided operation; however, satisfactory head-to-disk 
compliance could not  be obtained. Any minute irregulari- 
ties in the  disk caused excessive bounce, and  wear of the 
medium was  unsatisfactory. The next approach used one 
head rigidly mounted  and the second  head on a flexible 
suspension. The  second head  closed on  the  disk, and the 
suspension system provided a pressure  on  the disk and a 
resilience to  absorb disk  irregularities. Again, a stable 
compliance was not achieved. The principal problem  was 
the unpredictability of disk dynamic movements over a 
wide range of environments with a variety of diskettes. 

The designers then  turned  to rigid disk technology in 
search of a solution to  the problem. The IBM 3348 Data 
Module head  suspension (Winchester) had encountered 
similar design problems. It provided a reference  for de- 
velopment of the two-head  carriage and suspension 
system. 

Both  the  head  carriage  and  the  head contact surface 
were  redeveloped for  the 43FD. New analysis  techniques 
and  measurement systems were  employed. The  use of 
transparent glass heads and white light interferometry 
were vital for  determining the  nature  and stability of 
head-to-disk compliance. The design quickly centered  on 
a pair of opposing flat surfaces  with a central relief run- 
ning their length. The effect was much like two sleds with 
their runners in contact. Careful design of the relief di- 
mensions and  edges of the flat surface  was  found neces- 
sary in order  to maintain a proper air  bearing  beneath the 
head  for signal stability  and good wear  performance, and 
to prevent  damage to  the disk during head loading. The 
read/write cores  were radially offset from  each  other by 
four tracks to avoid magnetic coupling through the disk. 
This reduced  the  radius of the  innermost  track on  one side 
and  compressed the bit density to 3408 bpi. 
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The head  mounting  system  had to maintain accurate 
head position and azimuth  alignment, control  the pitch 
and roll accelerations contributed  by the  disk, provide 
high stiffness in the radial,  tangential, and yaw  directions, 
and allow the  heads  to  be  separated by at  least 6 X lo-* 
inch to remove the  diskette.  It  also had to  control head 
bounce during load and unload cycles so that  the disk  was 
not  damaged and so that uniform signals could be quickly 
established. A symmetrical  stainless steel suspension  and 
load spring were designed to control the head dis- 
placement  and  loading within the region close  to  the disk 
surface. Stiffer secondary flexure arms provided the 
greater head separation needed for  diskette removal. Fig- 
ure 3  illustrates the suspension  and load spring  members. 

The 43FD  used the  same  ferrite  read/write  and tunnel- 
erase  cores,  FM  encoding algorithm, and  data  separator 
found in the 33FD. To assist in studying their perform- 
ance, a new laboratory measurement system was  used 
that divided the  data window into  sixteen parts having 
read intervals of 125 nanoseconds (ns) each.  Each  part 
had an associated counter.  The system detected  the time 
position of a bit and  incremented  the  appropriate  counter. 
In this manner, a bit-timing histogram  could be  created 
for a pattern of bits, providing an  important  measure of 
bit shift. This analysis  system measured the total  bit  shift 
resulting  from all components of drive, medium, head, 
and electronics rather  than from a single component and 
allowed further refinement of the  read  channel electron- 
ics.  It would prove  to  be extremely  valuable when used in 
subsequent  diskette  and drive  developments. 

Early  in  the development of the 43FD,  a  new  head posi- 
tioning system was designed that  reduced track-to-track 
movement  time from 50 to 5 ms, improved  accessing  ac- 
curacy  and reliability, and lowered the  acoustical noise. 
This  system replaced the lead screw-stepper  motor with 
guide rods and the band-capstan-stepper motor combina- 
tion  shown in Fig. 4. It provided a low-cost  method for 
translating rotary motion from a fast,  economical  stepper 
motor  into linear  motion. 

Double  density  encoding 
The earlier  work done with  MFM  encoding and  the avail- 
ability of large-scale analog integrated circuits now com- 
bined to encourage development of a new  drive  and  an 
even larger-capacity diskette. A goal was  set  for 
1.2 Mbytes of formatted capacity. The  new drive would 
again need the  upward compatibility feature which would 
permit it to read and write on  Type 1 and  Type 2 disk- 
ettes. This requirement affirmed the  same  diskette dimen- 
sions  for  the new  medium. Again the  track locations  were 
left  unchanged to  preserve  the simple open-loop access- 
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Figure 4 The 43FD head  positioning  system  uses a flexible 
stainless  steel  band  to  translate  the  stepper  motor  displacement 
into  linear  motion of the read/write head carriage. Guide  rods 
provide  precision  support  for  the  carriage. 

ing method. The  capacity  increase would  be  obtained  by 
doubling the  linear bit  density to 6816 bpi. 

This next  diskette  drive  was identified as  the 53FD [l] 
and was announced  and shipped by IBM during 1977. The 
new diskette  was called “Type 2D.” 

The 43FD  head  carriage and suspension  were  reexam- 
ined and used in the 53FD with only  minor modification. 
The head  retained the tunnel-erase core  arrangement, but 
the  erase  core  gaps  were now placed so they were no 
longer  parallel to  the  read/write  core gap. This minimized 
the coupling of adjacent-track magnetic transitions  into 
the read/write core.  Further improvements  were made  to 
reduce  the magnetic reluctance of the  erase  core arrange- 
ment and  improve  the  erase efficiency. The read/write 
core gap  was reduced  to 0.075 X inch in order  to 
record  the smaller flux transitions at  this higher  bit  den- 
sity. 

The MFM provided a doubling of capacity  and also 
doubled the  data  rate  to 0.5  Mbps.  This reduced  the bit 
cell  duration to 2 ps. Bit shift  problems were immediately 
experienced but  the analysis and  correction were readily 707 
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accomplished  with the shift sampling system described 
earlier. Modified to divide the  data window into sixteen 
parts of  62 ns each  and using  worst-case or random  pat- 
terns, this system  was  able  to quickly examine modifica- 
tions to  the  recording channel  and head.  The benefits of 
bit shift compensation  methods were compared and  even- 
tually a peaking filter technique was  adopted  to com- 
pensate  for loss in  recording  channel  bandwidth due  to 
head and medium  effects. The filter consisted of an under- 
damped second-order low-pass stage with a resonant fre- 
quency just  above  the all-ones frequency of the recording 
channel. This provided a high-frequency boost in the 
channel response, resulting in broader bandwidth and re- 
duced bit shift. 

With the  use of MFM  encoding, the disk surface condi- 
tion  became more  important.  Narrow scratch-like irregu- 
larities,  say 50 microinches  wide,  running in the direction 
of the web  coating process, were seen  on  some disks. If 
this scratch '?:ere coincident with a radius of the disk, it 
would be  coincident with the head read  gap  at  that posi- 
tion on  the  disk,  and  it could create a noise  transition 
which might be  detected  as a false, or extra, bit. On either 
FM or MFM disks,  extra bit defects  are  not  permitted, 
but  the sensitivity of the  MFM read electronics required 
new  specifications for  Type 2D diskette magnetic  quality. 

Diskette Type  2D  and  the 53FD provided new  diskette 
capacity and  performance to IBM systems  and permitted 
additional users  to  further optimize or extend  their sys- 
tems.  Systems  such  as  the IBM 5110 and 5120 have en- 
hanced  their  applications with dual diskette  drives which 
provide  an economical  processing  DASD file capability as 
well as  the  exchange medium function of the  diskette. 

Automatic diskette  handling 
Systems with nonremovable DASD storage  require some 
form of removable  medium for archival and  backup  pur- 
poses.  In  the  interest of economy,  they  often  use  the 
same drive and medium that  are used for  data exchange. 
IBM  systems  such  as System/32 and Systeml34  have  used 
the  diskette  for  these  purposes. As the fixed DASD  ca- 
pacity of systems is increased, more data is saved via disk- 
ette and  the  time and handling  required to  create  these 
diskettes  becomes a concern. 

These  concerns  generated a  requirement to develop a 
device using diskettes  but with faster  data  rate,  the ability 
to  process multiple diskettes with limited operator han- 
dling,  and the provision for single diskette insertion  and 
removal  by the  operator  as with the 53FD. Under system 
control, this device would provide  either the  save-restore 
function or single or multiple diskette  data  entry. An ear- 

708 lier IBM device had provided the capability to  process a 

group of diskettes sequentially [12]. What was now 
sought was  the ability to process a group of diskettes in an 
intermixed order.  The device would also  have  to be ca- 
pable of reading and writing on Type  1,  Type  2,  and  Type 
2D diskettes in order  to maintain the medium  exchange 
disciplines that  existed with other  systems. 

The objective required only a faster  data  rate, not a 
larger-capacity diskette.  Therefore,  no  attempt  was  made 
to  develop a new diskette.  Instead, it was proposed that 
the disk velocity be doubled to 720 rpm. The unit which 
was developed was announced  by IBM in 1978 and 
shipped in  1979. It  was designated 72MD [ 1, 13, 141 and is 
known as  the  IBM  Diskette Magazine Drive. 

The initial work  focused  on  the head-disk compliance 
and it was  found that  the 53FD  head suspension would 
not perform  satisfactorily at 720 rpm. Inner  and  outer 
track surface  velocities  were now 147 and 272 ips, respec- 
tively. The disk frequency  content was  doubled  from  6 to 
12 Hz  and  the energy  transmission from  the disk into  the 
suspension increased.  The result  was that a suspension 
system designed for 360 rpm would, at 720 rpm, become 
unstable,  causing erratic signal output  and greatly  accel- 
erated medium wear. 

Both the head suspension and  bearing surface had to be 
redesigned to stiffen the suspension. The bearing  surface 
has two rails which function as slider  bearings on  the  sur- 
face of the disk.  A film of air is built up  between  the slider 
and the disk and, if not  controlled,  causes  excessive sepa- 
ration  between the recording  gap and  the disk and may 
cause oscillation of the head. The profile of the rails  was 
shaped  to  reduce  the  pressure buildup at  the leading  edge 
and maintain the  desired separation at the  gap.  It had 
been established on  the 43FD that when the head is 
loaded,  contact first occurs with an edge of the bearing 
surface,  and  careful edge  preparation was required to 
avoid  disk  damage. With the stiffened suspension, these 
edges  had to be  newly defined to  prevent disk  damage 
during the load conditions anticipated. 

Also added  to  the 72MD was an  automatic gain control 
circuit to permit the  read electronics to  tolerate  the 
greater envelope  modulation  resulting  from the higher 
disk  velocity. Further optimization of the electronic  peak- 
ing filter, for  reduced bit  shift, was provided  by the addi- 
tion of a threshold detector. Analysis of these changes 
was again performed  by the shift sampling system. At  this 
data  rate,  the  data window  was  now  divided into sixteen 
parts of 31 ns each. Again, worst-case data  patterns were 
measured and  statistical  analyses were  performed to en- 
sure  that bit-shift compensation  was  satisfactory. This 
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Table 1 Characteristics of IBM diskettes and  drives. 

Diskette  Formatted  capacity Encoding Inner track  Recorded  Total 
ope  [Note II] (bytes) (bpi) sides  tracks 

[Note I] 81 664 FM  1594 1 32 
1 242 944 FM  3268 1 77 
2 568  320 FM  3408 2  154 
2D 1 212  416 MFM 6816 2  154 

Drive Velocity  Heads  Data  rate Bit cell  Track-to-track 
(rpm) (bps) duration (ps) movement (ms) 

23FD 90 1 33  333 30 333 
33FD 360 1 250 OOO 4 50 
43FD 360 2  250 OOO 4 5 
53FD 360 2 500 OOO 2 5 
72MD 720 2 1OOOOOO 1 5 

Nore I The 23FD diskette did not have a designation. 
Nore II Capacities shown are typical. Other capacities may be obtained 

analysis demonstrated  the capability of the redesigned 
head and  suspension system and read electronics  to oper- 
ate satisfactorily at 720 rpm. 

In  order  to minimize operator handling of individual 
diskettes, a magazine was designed that held ten disk- 
ettes,  each located in a slot and separated  from  its neigh- 
bor.  The magazine measures 2.25 inches wide by 
8.5  inches high by 8.25  inches deep  and  is easily  carried 
or  stored.  Two magazines  can be inserted into  the 72MD. 
In  addition,  three positions are available on  the drive 
where individual diskettes may be inserted alongside the 
magazines. In operation, a load device can  grasp  any  one 
diskette  and position it for read/write operation,  then  re- 
turn it and move any  other selected diskette  into position. 

This combination of faster  rpm, dual  magazines, and 
automatic handling of the diskette  now provides system 
designers with a device that  can operate in either back- 
ground or foreground  mode with minimal operator  atten- 
tion to  the  save-restore function and with less system 
time for this task.  The  data  rate  has been  doubled to 
1 megabit per  second (Mbps).  Adjacent diskettes can  be 
exchanged within three  seconds. With two magazines in 
place, 24 Mbytes are available to  the  system.  The 72MD 
has provided a significant enhancement to  the function 
and performance of the  diskette. 

Other  developments 
Many of the  developments  reported  here  have  also been 
reported by other  companies; they may exhibit dif- 
ferences in their specific drive  implementations but typi- 
cally they offer the  same diskette read/write character- 
istics,  and  thus  diskettes can be exchanged among a wide 

community of users.  This  has encouraged the adoption of 
the  diskette  as a nearly  universal  medium. In addition, 
some companies have  adopted  other  methods of encoding 
such  as group coded recording (GCR) and modified-modi- 
fied-frequency modulation (M2FM), thus offering encod- 
ing alternatives for system designers. 

A  related development  is a smaller diskette measuring 
5.25 inches square  and a proportionately  smaller drive, 
both of which are offered by some of these  same com- 
panies. While most  versions of this  smaller diskette  have 
reduced  capacity, it is notable that  some  use higher track 
densities of 96 and 100 tpi and, when combined with re- 
cording on both  sides, could  achieve  capacities  up to 
= 1 Mbyte unformatted. No attempt will be made to iden- 
tify the large number of companies offering the small 
diskette. 

A  large  body of literature  has  been published in the 
United States  and  other  countries discussing the  diskette 
and drive and  related technology.  A very  modest sum- 
mary of these  references is cited here [15-251. 

During 1979, IBM  announced additional  models of 
diskette drives and  shipments  started in 1980. They are 
not  reported here  since  they  are primarily alternative ver- 
sions of the 33FD and 53FD. 

Summary 
The IBM diskette  and drive developments  have been 
traced since  they  began  in 1967; Table  1 summarizes  their 
characteristics. Diskette capacity has  increased nearly fif- 
teen times  through improvements in recording electron- 709 
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ics, readiwrite heads, and  media. A thirtyfold  increase in 
data  rate  has  resulted  from  these same improvements plus 
increases in disk  velocity. The application utility of the 
diskette  has been  strongly  enhanced with greater reliabil- 
ity in the medium  and drive,  reduced track-to-track 
movement  time, and  the development of automatic disk- 
ette handling capability.  Because of its excellent cost 
performance  and  as a result of these  and  other improve- 
ments,  the  diskette  has  been accepted  and  established as 
a  principal  magnetic medium throughout the  computer in- 
dustry. Technology  potential  exists for  future  advances. 
The realization of these potentials will be influenced by 
the  rate of convergence of cost,  function,  and perform- 
ance of competing  technologies. 
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